
Objective
To be the first to get your butt (and the rest of your body) off The Sofa and into Your Bed ready 
for hot sex. Along the way you get to strip and tease your lover with various types of foreplay 
activities. Slow them down but keep them excited and eager to get into bed with you. The 
winner gets to choose the sex play to enjoy together in bed.

Game Play
Players start with four tokens laying on their Sofa which is the start position. The submissive 
player in your relationship (not always the woman) goes first. Tap the Action Dice to determine 
movement around the board. However, these dice include other types of activities other than 
just moving around the board.

Player tokens are designated by sweet and tasty colors: maraschino (red) for the guy and 
bubblegum (pink) for the girl.

Getting Off The Sofa
The Action Dice have a symbol die and a number die. If the action type symbol is a forward 
(clockwise) arrow that has your color (full or split), then you can move a token off your Sofa 
straight down onto the path around the board. Move the number of spaces specified on the 
number die.

If you get a Heart symbol, you can move a token off the Sofa to the first corner location. You 
must then tap your Foreplay Cards and perform the activity. If you get the Kiss symbol, you may  
start a token but only move one location off the Sofa.

If Tease! shows up, you get to move any one of your tokens to a location around the board 
occupied by your lover - they get sent back to the Sofa. You must also tap on your Tease Dice 
and creatively perform a foreplay activity corresponding to the dice labels.

Bumping, Grinding and Teasing
As you move around the board, you may slide by your loverʼs tokens but if you land on one of 
them, you bump them back to their Sofa. If this happens, tap your Tease Dice and pleasure 
them accordingly.

If you land on the tail of an arrow that is not your color, you get to slide all the way to the head. 
Any tokens in the way of your tail/head action get bumped back to the sofa (including your own). 
Again, tap your Tease Dice and pleasure your lover (if you bumped your own token, your lover 
pleasures you).

Note that if you bump your own token to the Sofa, your lover must tap their Tease Dice and 
perform the corresponding action.



Through The Backdoor
There are action type symbols that indicate you should move in a counter clockwise or 
backward direction. If you move a token backwards past your Hot Zone, you can move it directly  
into the Hot Zone on your next turn without having to traverse around the entire board.

Jump Into Bed
Your goal is to get all your tokens onto your side of the Bed first. The Bed is considered to be 
one big location with place holders for your tokens. To enter your bed, you circle around the 
board then up along your Hot Zone toward it. You must enter your Bed with an exact movement 
count otherwise forfeit your turn.

When you do get a token in Bed, you must remove an article of clothing. There is a reason why 
you do the stripping. If you have two or more tokens in Bed, your lover must perform the 
Foreplay activities on the red section of cards rather than the less intense ones on the blue 
section. When you get all four tokens in Bed, strip completely naked and let the sex games 
begin.

There is one other reward for getting a token in Bed. Whenever you get a token in Bed, your 
lover must tap their Foreplay Cards to reveal an intimate action to perform for your pleasure. As 
noted above, the more tokens you have in Bed, the more intensely erotic the activities become.

Notes:
• Although there are times when you get to move your partnerʼs token, you are not allowed to 

touch their token when it is on the Sofa, in the Hot Zone or on the Bed.
• If you cannot move you forfeit your turn but if you can legally move you must make your move.

Getting Lucky (Winning)
When you get all four of your tokens into The Bed first you win. By winning you get to choose 
how you and your lover will make love. Youʼll be naked and ready for hot loving because 
whenever you get a token in bed, you strip off an article of clothing. With the forth token in Your 
Bed, you strip completely naked so you are ready to have sex right away.

Before the game starts, agree on an extra special sexual reward for the winner.

For Fun & Foreplay
Strip Tease! is a game designed to encourage you to experiment with different foreplay activities  
that are fun and sensually stimulating. Various game events will provide opportunities to 
pleasure each other:
• When the Action Dice shows up Tease!, tap your Tease Dice and creatively perform an  

activity related to the two words that show up.
• When you land on a Heart symbol, a Heart shows up on the Action Dice or your lover gets a 

token in Bed, tap your Foreplay Cards and perform one of the two activities (red section if your 
lover has two or more tokens in Bed, blue otherwise).

• When you Bump your lover back to the Sofa, tap your Tease Dice and pleasure them 
appropriately.

• When you land on the ? you can either take a drink or do any action you desire to pleasure 
your partner.



Action Dice
Here is a list of the Action Dice symbols and what they mean:

Move one of your tokens backwards (counter clockwise).

Move one of your tokens forward (clockwise).

Advance one of your tokens to the closest Heart symbol on the board 
(move forward only). You may get a token off your Sofa. Tap your Foreplay 
Cards and perform the specified activity.

Kiss your lover and start one of your tokens off your Sofa. Move only one 
location - ignore the number die. If you have no tokens on the Sofa just kiss.

Skip your turn.

Move one of your tokens to the closest question mark symbol on the board 
(move forward only). Take a drink or pleasure your lover in any way you 
desire (tap a Foreplay Card or the Tease dice or make up something).

Move any of your tokens (even on the Sofa) to a location occupied by your 
lover. Tap your Tease Dice and perform a pleasuring activity corresponding 
to the two words shown (even if you could not move).

Move one of the male (maraschino) tokens backward. 

Move one of the male (maraschino) tokens forward. Male players may 
move a token off their Sofa.

Split the backward movement between two tokens of opposite color. (See 
the note on split moves below)

Split the forward movement between two tokens of opposite color. You may 
start a token off your Sofa. (See the note on split moves below)



Swap places with one of your tokens and one of your loverʼs tokens. Both 
tokens must be on the edge of the board (not on the Sofa, Bed or Hot Spot).

Move one of the female (bubblegum) tokens backward. 

Move one of the female (bubblegum) tokens forward. Female players may 
move a token off their Sofa.

Split the backward movement between two tokens of opposite color. (See 
the note on split moves below)

Split the forward movement between two tokens of opposite color. You may 
start a token off your Sofa. (See the note on split moves below)

Note for split moves, one color makes up a half circle while the other color is only a quarter 
circle. The token with a color of the larger segment must be moved at least one more location 
than the token of the other color. If a split combination move cannot be made with this 
restriction, forfeit your turn. A zero move is not a valid way to split.

I hope you enjoy playing Strip Tease! Please visit the Adult Board Game Design blog to get 
updates or leave comments about the game. His and Her Foreplay Card suggestions are 
welcome as well.
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